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question. There is nothing like camping in an RV. The home-away-from-home comfort, mixed
with the freedom to explore the outdoors, makes it an experience unlike any other. At CURT, we
know how much you look forward to the weekend camping trips, the cross-country journeys
and the excursions down uncharted roads, and that is why we provide towing solutions that are
completely dedicated to recreational vehicle towing. The adjustable tow bar latches onto your
vehicle's bumper or frame using these bumper brackets and then couples to a ball mount on
your RV trailer hitch. The vehicle can then be towed behind your RV, allowing you more freedom
and mobility once you reach your destination. When towing a vehicle behind your RV, it is
essential to have working towing lights just like if you were towing a trailer. CURT magnetic
towing lights easily stick to your vehicle and connect to your RV to provide that added measure
of safety. CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT offers a
complete line of towing accessories to let you fully enjoy your passion! With everything from
custom trailer hitches and trailer wiring to 5th wheel hitches and cargo carriers, we have the
towing equipment you need to make the most of each adventure. Whether you're working,
playing or doing a little of both, CURT towing products enable you and your crew to make
memories that will last a lifetime. A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most people
looking to tow with their vehicle. CURT offers over 1, different custom hitch models to provide a
perfect, factory-like fit on most vehicles on the road today. Our custom hitches provide a
standard hitch receiver to mount a variety of towing accessories. The next step in equipping
your vehicle for towing is to add a trailer wiring harness. Like our hitches, CURT custom wiring
is made vehicle-specific for each make and model. Virtually all of our custom vehicle-trailer
wiring harnesses install using existing factory connectors on the vehicle for a plug-and-play
connection. No splicing necessary! With a custom trailer hitch receiver installed on your
vehicle, a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed. We offer loaded ball mounts
with a trailer ball already torqued in place, as well as adjustable ball mounts, multi-ball mounts,
tow hooks and more. A ball mount can be secured into the receiver using one of our hitch pins
or hitch locks. To add cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management
accessories. Our cargo carriers are available in a convenient, use-as-needed hitch-mounted
design, as well as a roof rack option. We also offer bike racks, cargo bags, cargo nets and
ratchet straps for additional item security. For heavy-duty towing of an RV or travel trailer with
your pickup truck, CURT has a wide array of 5th wheel hitch options. To install a 5th wheel hitch
in your pickup truck bed, CURT offers traditional 5th wheel rails and brackets, as well as puck
system options and gooseneck adapters. For towing heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out
to the construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly dependable extension of your
truck. We offer puck system gooseneck hitch kits to accommodate trucks with the factory
towing prep package. We also offer original-equipment-style gooseneck hitches for select
applications, as well as traditional gooseneck hitches and brackets, such as our original Double
Lock. CURT offers several different electrical trailer brake controller options to perfectly suit
your towing setup and lifestyle. Our Echo mobile trailer brake controller is particularly unique,
featuring a Bluetooth connection that links to your smartphone and provides highly responsive
braking with your Apple or Android device as the interface. It easily plugs in with no tools or
extra wires needed. We also offer our factory-like Spectrum and traditional TriFlex. To give your

vehicle greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball
mounts provide the answer. This versatile ball hitch comes in standard hitch receiver sizes and
provides flexible vertical adjustment to ensure level towing, even with large, lifted trucks and
SUVs. Give yourself more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution
hitch. This receiver hitch attachment helps level the vehicle-trailer combination for a smoother
ride. Our TruTrack weight distribution hitch is particularly unique, featuring integrated trailer
sway control. These heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military
towing. We offer pintle hitches, pintle hooks, ball and pintle hitch combinations, as well as
channel-mount pintle hitches for an adjustable option. We also carry high-strength lunette rings
for a solid connection to the trailer. Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with
a set of CURT ratchet straps. These cargo tie-down straps come with heavy-duty ratcheting
mechanisms and are available in wide variety of capacities, lengths, hook types and colors.
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components. Custom hitches A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most people
looking to tow with their vehicle. Vehicle-trailer wiring The next step in equipping your vehicle
for towing is to add a trailer wiring harness. Ball mounts With a custom trailer hitch receiver
installed on your vehicle, a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed. Cargo
management To add cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management
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behind a motor home. Bottom line is this set of brackets do not have that chain loop included,
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look fine and are functional. I bought these to have an extra set to mount on my daily driver. I
don't know if I'll use them with the haul master These are wide enough to fit the outside edges
of the originals. One person found this helpful. Beautifully fabricated high quality parts. Heavy
duty and very strong with an excellent finish. I am very pleased with this purchase! I needed
these to use with a lb ultra-tow towbar I got from Northern Tool. They look identical to the ones
the towbar came with. I wanted to have them on another vehicle. These brackets are better than
the originals. Worked great with my ultra tow tow bar. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. They were a perfect fit for my reese tow bar!! Report abuse. Pages with related
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Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. There
is nothing like camping in an RV. The home-away-from-home comfort, mixed with the freedom
to explore the outdoors, makes it an experience unlike any other. At CURT, we know how much
you look forward to the weekend camping trips, the cross-country journeys and the excursions
down uncharted roads, and that is why we provide towing solutions that are totally dedicated to
recreational vehicle towing. The adjustable tow bar latches onto your vehicle's bumper or frame
using a pair of bumper brackets and then couples to a ball mount on your RV trailer hitch. The
vehicle can then be towed behind your RV, allowing you more freedom and mobility once you
reach your destination. When towing a vehicle behind your RV, it is essential to have working
towing lights just like if you were towing a trailer. CURT magnetic towing lights easily stick to
your vehicle and connect to your RV to provide that added measure of safety. Material: Blank.
CURT offers custom trailer hitches, electrical products and a complete line of towing
accessories to get you there with confidence and enjoy every mile of the journey. CURT offers a
complete line of towing accessories to let you fully enjoy your passion! With everything from
custom trailer hitches and trailer wiring to 5th wheel hitches and cargo carriers, we have the
towing equipment you need to make the most of each adventure. Whether you're working,
playing or doing a little of both, CURT towing products enable you and your crew to make
memories that will last a lifetime. A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most people
looking to tow with their vehicle. CURT offers over 1, different custom hitch models to provide a
perfect, factory-like fit on most vehicles on the road today. Our custom hitches provide a
standard hitch receiver to mount a variety of towing accessories. The next step in equipping
your vehicle for towing is to add a trailer wiring harness. Like our hitches, CURT custom wiring
is made vehicle-specific for each make and model. Virtually all of our custom vehicle-trailer
wiring harnesses install using existing factory connectors on the vehicle for a plug-and-play
connection. No splicing necessary! With a custom trailer hitch receiver installed on your
vehicle, a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed. We offer loaded ball mounts
with a trailer ball already torqued in place, as well as adjustable ball mounts, multi-ball mounts,
tow hooks and more. A ball mount can be secured into the receiver using one of our hitch pins
or hitch locks. To add cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo management
accessories. Our cargo carriers are available in a convenient, use-as-needed hitch-mounted
design, as well as a roof rack option. We also offer bike racks, cargo bags, cargo nets and
ratchet straps for additional item security. For heavy-duty towing of an RV or travel trailer with
your pickup truck, CURT has a wide array of 5th wheel hitch options. To install a 5th wheel hitch
in your pickup truck bed, CURT offers traditional 5th wheel rails and brackets, as well as puck
system options and gooseneck adapters. For towing heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out
to the construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are a highly dependable extension of your
truck. We offer puck system gooseneck hitch kits to accommodate trucks with the factory
towing prep package. We also offer original-equipment-style gooseneck hitches for select
applications, as well as traditional gooseneck hitches and brackets, such as our original Double
Lock. CURT offers several different electrical trailer brake controller options to perfectly suit
your towing setup and lifestyle. Our Echo mobile trailer brake controller is particularly unique,
featuring a Bluetooth connection that links to your smartphone and provides highly responsive
braking with your Apple or Android device as the interface. It easily plugs in with no tools or
extra wires needed. We also offer our factory-like Spectrum and traditional TriFlex. To give your
vehicle greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball
mounts provide the answer. This versatile ball hitch comes in standard hitch receiver sizes and
provides flexible vertical adjustment to ensure level towing, even with large, lifted trucks and
SUVs. Give yourself more control over your vehicle and trailer with a CURT weight distribution
hitch. This receiver hitch attachment helps level the vehicle-trailer combination for a smoother
ride. Our TruTrack weight distribution hitch is particularly unique, featuring integrated trailer
sway control. These heavy-duty hitches are perfect for agriculture, construction and military

towing. We offer pintle hitches, pintle hooks, ball and pintle hitch combinations, as well as
channel-mount pintle hitches for an adjustable option. We also carry high-strength lunette rings
for a solid connection to the trailer. Keep your cargo fully secure in your truck bed or trailer with
a set of CURT ratchet straps. These cargo tie-down straps come with heavy-duty ratcheting
mechanisms and are available in wide variety of capacities, lengths, hook types and colors.
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Basic towing components. Custom hitches A trailer hitch receiver is the starting point for most
people looking to tow with their vehicle. Vehicle-trailer wiring The next step in equipping your
vehicle for towing is to add a trailer wiring harness. Ball mounts With a custom trailer hitch
receiver installed on your vehicle, a variety of ball mount options can be installed as needed.
Cargo management To add cargo space to your vehicle, CURT offers a number of cargo
management accessories. Heavy-duty towing equipment. Gooseneck hitches For towing
heavy-duty trailers around the farm or out to the construction site, CURT gooseneck hitches are
a highly dependable extension of your truck. Trailer brake controllers CURT offers several
different electrical trailer brake controller options to perfectly suit your towing setup and
lifestyle. Specialized towing accessories. Adjustable channel mounts To give your vehicle
greater capability for towing a variety of trailers, CURT adjustable trailer hitch ball mounts
provide the answer. Weight distribution hitches Give yourself more control over your vehicle
and trailer with a CURT weight distribution hitch. Pintle hitches These heavy-duty hitches are
perfect for agriculture, construction and military towing. Ratchet straps Keep your cargo fully
secure in your truck bed or trailer with a set of CURT ratchet straps. Customers who bought this
item also bought. GTW Capacity. Reese Towpower Towing 2" Starter Kit. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the
United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. First of all, YES, the nuts are hard to turn. That way they don't fall off. This is part of
the design. I am towing an old Land Rover with a big steel bumper. Easy to drill four holes and
attach the brackets. I added extra washers, and wider washers as well. I really think the
hardware should be grade 8 instead of grade 5. But it will probably be fine. I wish the brackets
had enough room for the hitch to swing up so it could stay on the tow vehicle better. I can
bungie cord it on though. Good value for the price. The unit is durable and sturdy. For off road
towing, I would upgrade the hardware for peace of mind. But towing down the highway, this
thing will be fine. An eyehook for safety chains would be a nice touch though. You have to
supply your own chains or cables and find a place to connect them. The product worked and
was an easy install if you have the right tools. The final setting required a torque wrench, and
not everyone will have one of those laying around. So, if you are going to use it, take it off, store
it and use it again; you will have to include a torque wrench in your kit if you break it down.
Also, I was sent a box that had been previously opened, re taped, and sent to me as new. The
original manufacturer outer box was in such bad shape I was reluctant to open it and thought I

should just return without opening. However, I took a chance and opened it. The parts inside
had been removed from the original packaging but I think everything was there. If I had know I
was buying a previously opened product, I would not have purchased this. A new in the box
product would have raised it one more star. Also, the tow bar comes with a set of brackets that
are decent but not as good as I would want to pull a rig any significant distance. CURT makes
another Bracket that is much beefier and has places to attach chains. GET IT!! Bought this
product to tow a lb chevy avalanche miles from the top of Indiana to the bottom of Kentucky
with our chevy sikverado. On the way back to Kentucky around 11pm we ran Into a sudden
accident around a blind corner on the Interstate and had to slam on our brakes.. We locked the
brakes and had to go into the grass median to avoid hitting the other cars stopped in the road.
The tow bar held up with no problem! We stopped at the next gas station to inspect everything
and it held up just fine along with our chains. Had this tow bar professionally installed and it
worked like a charm, pulling a Jeep Wrangler Rubicon perfectly on a mile hunting trip. Backing
up with a tow bar is no fun and you must have someone in the vehicle being towed as the axles
want to go their own direction or disconnect the towed vehicle to make it go where you want it.
Otherwise a Jack knife is almost guaranteed. This unit is well designed and sturdy. All grade 5
Hardware. The Nuts are metal Locknuts, so they will only go on by hand a few threads before
you have to wrench it. And once tight, these will not back off. So you do not need to go to the
hardware store with this kit. It did the job. I towed a 04 Dodge about miles. I had to take off the
bumper and attach the brackets to the bumper plates, drilling one hole on each plate the other
hole was already there by the factory. The hardware is very tight which made it hard to put on
but they never loosened during the tow. But this also made it hard to make sure the hardware
was tight. I highly suggest the use of a torque wrench and following the prescribed torque's.
The reason for 4 stars us because it dosent come with u bolts to attach safety chains. I ended
up bolting the chains to the tow bar with grade 8 bolts. Over all it did the job well and I would
suggest it. I bought one of these in and the part that connects to the bumper had a backing
plate and a place to connect a safety chain. The same unit I bought in did not have either of
these Also the holes are not the same distance apart. Not good. I did make a backing plate to
help, but not happy with the differences. I would have bought something else if I new the holes
would not line up and no way to connect a safety chain. I bought this one because it was priced
to be higher quality then the others. First tow from St Louis to Memphis on a very flat interstate
route with minimal stopping and starting and a vehicle only weighing lbs well under the lb limit;
a pretty significant weld broke. Now I'm stuck trying to weld it back together so I don't have to
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